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About This Game

FreezeME is a A 3D platformer in the style of the 90s-era but wait there is a twist! The main character “R” has one special tool
– a camera around her neck. This camera allows her to literally freeze the objects she photographs.

This brown-eyed moppet with a camera around her neck is hot on the trail of her best friend, “M,” who has been abducted by
the dastardly Fat the Cat that longs to create what he describes as a “Dog-Free-World”. How kidnapping M will help him with

this goal remains something of a mystery, but R is determined to thwart him by rescuing M from his clutches.
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Title: FreezeME
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rainy Night Creations
Publisher:
Rainy Night Creations
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 (32 bits)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.9 GHz / AMD Dual-Core 3.5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM 3.0 with 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese
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I was sure I had already reviewed this game..
Anyways, it's a complete bugged mess.
I'm not complaining (yeah just a little bit in the end XD) about the promises the developers made months ago (like trading
cards, never implemented, nor any other kind of upgrade) but just on the actual game, which has never been on early access.
Fortunately there's an awesome guide here on Steam on how to get every achievement, 'cos there are more than 4000 of them..
The game is made up by three rooms (one of which is kinda secret) and lots of books, every one of them dedicated to a single
animal. It's a basic quiz game, four answers for every question and nothing more.
The achievements unlock mainly by clicking nonsense things on the walls or the floor and such, like flags books pins papers
flyers and so on.
I know that given the number of the achievements and the low price, 1\u20ac, this could be nice but really, to me has been
painful to play.
It's completely bugged, full of lag and crash, even on a good PC (I mean, I can run every modern JRPG and I have issues with
this?), the graphics are less than minimalistic since everything is in 2D, it really seems that no effort of any kind has been made
to at least improve a little bit the graphical compartment.
Of course, the core of the game are the animal quizs so probably this can be enjoyed if you like animals; I don't like animals but
I love puzzle\/logic games of every category so I thought to have something more interesting and challenging on my hands. Here
you're provided with animal facts (of course you can find everything by searching deer or chicken on Google..) and there are no
difficulties or issues if you go wrong or such, you can just replay the same book with the same five question over and over
again.
I know that this game has lots of positive reviews so I'm trying to explain at my best my reasons.
To me, this hasn't proven educational at all. And for children too, due to the lag and to the stupid system; I mean, it's nice to
have dozens of books dedicated to each animal you can think about, but they provide the same five questions and even if you
answer wrong you 1- get the achievements 2- can restart with the same answers in the same four positions they had before.. so
there's no real challenge, it's more (if you want to do everything right) a question of learning the correct position in the book of
the right answer..
There are lots of errors in the vocabulary, grammar and lexical fields - since this game is available only in English and Russian I
suppose the developers are Russians - and nothing has ever been fixed.
Moreover, you can't track down your progress and keep an eye on your achievements: no completed book will ever be marked
since as I said many times, you can do them over and over and it does not matter if you give a wrong or right answer.
If this game doesn't get a complete renewal\/renovation well, it isn't educational at all and it's frustrating due to errors and game
lag\/crashes, so it's worthy only for the achievements - and since it's been months it's out and no trading cards or such has been
added, I think this will never get a proper renovation.. I was look for a good indie game for my youtube channel and The Orb
Chambers caught my eye. I enjoy strategy games and if you enjoy strategy games. Yes reccomend it. If you don't then you
might want to look up some videos on youtube to see if you are interested I think It's very unique compared to other strategy
games.. Pros:
-Good story
-Interesting concept
-decent graphics
-awkward character animations

Cons:
-Story doesn't have much to do with the game itself
-Boring level design
-Often gets out of sync, which is pretty inexcusable for this type of game

6\/10
. if you can get for $5 or less, feel free. Very little content which is somehow more boring than exploring post-game vanilla open
world. I HATE IT ITS A WASTE OF 2 BUCKS AND U CAN EVEN DRIVE IT IN THE OPEN WORLD. gt;Out of 10<
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>Story=1
>Controls=2
>Graphics=1
>Playability=2
>Optimization=3
>Maps/Atmosphere=1
>Developers/Company=2
>TOTAL Point= 1.0
>Personel Note= standart.. Great game i love it...fun and relax... If you came here looking for dungeon manager 1 with more
graphics you might get disapointed. This is more of a solve the puzzle game than a dig and build and upgrade your minions
game. I'm still on the fence about it.
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When I buy indie games I tend not to look at the user reviews and rely solely on the overall score, but this is one of those times
where I wish I would have taken the time to read a couple. Pretty Girls Panic is not a bad game in my opinion; however, it is
extremely short. Don't let my play time fool you (I had to Idle the game to get all the card drops) I 100% this game in under an
hour and a half, and While I thought the gallery was a good enough reward I would have appreciated a sound test for uh
research.. This game is a true gem in multiplayer, but the AI is not worth a dime. I would say, it is the best game of the Roman
period on a strategic and operational scale. The standalone titles are pretty nice, especially BoR and PAR. Supply routes and
weather conditions are substantial part of the the game, the command chain is well done and leader abilities can change the
course of war.

Where light is , there is shadow. The worst on this game is the unstable engine, especially, if you run other programms in the
backround. Furthermore you can search a long time for opponents, if you don't register in Ageod's Forum, which can be
difficult, because there are constantly error messages, when I have tried to register and wrote four damn letters to them, but they
don't give a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about it, so I would suggest, you better try to register BEFORE you buy this game,
because once you learned it, the AI will be no challenge and no fun at all and if you don't know anyone, who play it, you find
yourself in a ugly situation.

What is the final score? I would give the game 8\/10 ( 10-2 points because of stability issues) and 0\/10 for Ageod Forum. Since
it is concerning the game, because there is no pbem server, I would take it in the multiplayer part and my final rating is 8\/20.

. The 2nd game in the Gundemonium series, about the same difficulty as the first 1, lots of characters and a continuation of the
1st games touhou story-line.. Until developers implement working rebind keys options and mouse Y invert i cannot recommend
this game. WASD only piece of concrete... To exit the game you need to go back to the very beginning. This is a pain for me
using that default keys layout. I can't say anything about other aspects of the game becausae i almost can't play it. Too sad....
Pretty amazing app! Lacks user tutorials right now and learning curve is medium. Hopefully more vids will come out on
youtube. Havent been able to do to much so far, but looking forward to creating with this app. Desktop app not very easy to use
yet. UI lacks buttons\/description of buttons. You just press to see what it does then undo. There is a presence on Discord, but
few followers. This will no doubt get better in time. Hopefully I can get thru learning curve to see its true potential! Still glad to
support a smaller dev. Looking glass support is nice. I learned about this tech from VS and just had to buy one! I mean, real
time holograms? Are you kidding me? Cant wait to get it and interface with VS.. It's hard to find words to describe this game. I
guess it's a very emotional narrative "walking simulator" but in the best possible way. I got exactly 80 mins out of this game but
I'm gonna invite my friend over to play this for himself. It's just so interesting. Personally I wouldn't recommend it at the $9.99
price tag though. I got it for $2.99 on sale but I would says it's worth it at or under $5.. People that think that video games turn
teens into maniacs should definitely check out Surgeon Simulator. I bet we’ll enjoy looking at the biggest explosion in the world
ever.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 furshit for gay babies boring and not fun
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